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Senior Recital:
Jake Minter, composition
Advisory:
This program contains adult content
Ford Hall
Monday November 18th, 2013
9:00 pm
Program
"Insanity" Jake Minter & Jared Corwin
(2013)from Gaybraham Lincoln
Michael Samson, conductor
Noah Ruff, featured soloist
Benjamin Viagas, featured soloist
Jake Minter, featured soloist
Waft Jake Minter
(2012)
Jack Storer, trumpet 
William Marinelli, vibraphone
"The Fledgling's Lullaby" Benjamin Viagas & Jake Minter
(2012)from Angels, Demons and the
Rest of Us
Jake Minter, vocalist 
Ni Zhang, piano
Triplin' Down Jake Minter
(2013)
from Confidence by Nick Carraro and Justin Westfall
INTERMISSION
A Christmas Moose original score by Jake Minter
(2013)
a student film by Rebecca Wilson
At The End of All Things Jake Minter
(2013)
Rachel Silverstein, vocalist 
Emma Brown, Kevin Pham, violin 
Carly Rockenhauser, viola 
Sophia Chang, cello
Pass Away Jake Minter
(2013)Lyrics from Lewis Carroll's Dreamland
Jeremy Pletter, conductor
Heavenly Fathers Jake Minter
(2013)
Xavier Reyes, vocalist 
Ni Zhang, piano
"Between the Earth and Sky" Benjamin Viagas & Jake Minter
(2013)from Angels, Demons and the
Rest of Us
Jessica Caracciolo, featured soloist 
Benjamin Viagas, featured soloist
This recital is in fulfillment of the degree Music Composition. Jake Minter is
from the studio of Dana Wilson.
PERFORMERS
 
Vocalists
Jessica Caracciolo, Olivia Donalson, Rachael Langton, Jake
Minter, Brett Pond, Xavier Reyes, Aaron Roberts, Noah Ruff,
Rachel Silverstein, Kelly Timko, Ben Van de Water, Benjamin
Viagas, Nicholas Wright 
 
Orchestra
Stephanie O'Brien, flute; Jacob Walsh, oboe; Cara Kinney,
clarinet; Carly Rockenhauser, bassoon; Allie Littrell, horn;
Matthew Allen, trumpet; Benjamin Allen, trombone; Andrew
Satterburg, tuba; Emma Brown, Shigeki Morosawa, Allison
Copquin, Sabrina Knight, Kevin Pham, violin; Erica Bachand,
Natalya Cowilich, Kayleigh McKay, Nicole Ritter, viola; Sophia
Chang, David Fenwick, Grace Miller, cello; Tanner McGuire,
contrabass; Zachary Latino, piano; William Marinelli, percussion
 
Triplin' Down
Jake Minter, Jason Emery, Kevin Covney, vocals; Jason Emery,
Kevin Covney, guitar; Sam Bandes, bass Guitar; Andrew Hedge,
drums 
 
Accompanist
Ni Zhang
